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Abstract 
Erdijs et al. [6] asked for what values of k there is a sequence of graphs (G,),X= 1 such that G, 
has n vertices and independence number o(n), contains no K4, and no k + 1 vertices have the 
same degree. In [6] it is proved that such a k has to be at least 4, but the problem whether any 
such k exists is left open. By making use of some graphs constructed by Bollobis and Erdiis [3], 
we shall prove that for k = 5 (and so for k 2 5) there is such a sequence (G,),U_ ,. 
1. Introduction 
Much research has been done on graphs with small clique number and small 
independence number. Erdiis and S6s [7] studied the functionf(n, Y, s), the maximal 
size of graph of order n, clique number less than r and independence number at most s. 
Of particular interest is the case s = o(n), as n ---f cc. As in a triangle-free graph the 
neighbours of a vertex form an independent set, we have 
f(n, 3, s) < n@, 
and so 
f(n, 3, s) = o(n’) 
ifs = o(n). Among other results, Erdiis and Sbs [7] proved that ifs = o(n) then 
f(n, 5, s) = (1 + o(l))n2/4 
and 
f(n,4,s) d (1 + o(l))n2/6. 
A little later Szemeridi [S] improved the last inequality to 
f(n,4,s) d (1 + o(l))n2/8. (1) 
BollobBs and Erd& [3] showed that, somewhat surprisingly, inequality (1) is best 
possible. 
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The aim of this paper is to study a closely related problem. Call a pair (k,r) of 
natural numbers realizable if there is a sequence of graphs (G,),“= 1 such that G, has 
n vertices, the multiplicity of each degree is at most k (i.e. no k + 1 vertices have the 
same degree), the clique number of G, is less than r (i.e. no G, contains a K,), and the 
independence number is o(n). 
As a triangle-free graph of order n and maximal degree d has at least d independent 
vertices, it is trivial that no pair (k,3) is realizable. Furthermore, as pointed out by 
Erdiis et al. [6], it is easily seen that, for k 2 2, every pair (k, 5) is realizable; this is 
based on the classical result of Erdiis [4] on the existence of triangle-free graphs of 
small independence number. Thus the problem reduces to the study of &-free graphs: 
for what values of k is (k,4) realizable? By making use of (1) ErdCis et al. [6] proved 
that (3,4) is not realizable, but left open the question whether uny pair (k,4) is 
realizable. Our main aim in this note is to prove Theorem 5, stating that (5,4) is 
realizable. This leaves open the question of whether (4,4) is realizable. 
The proof our main result is based on a sequence of graphs constructed by Bollobas 
and Erdijs [3]; it is very likely that a slight improvement of that construction would 
imply that (4,4) is also realizable. Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 
prepare the ground by proving a sequence of lemmas, and in Section 3 we prove the 
main result. The last section of the paper is devoted to an extension of the main result 
and contains additional remarks. 
2. The lemmas 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on some graphs constructed by Bollobas and 
Erdiis [3]. In fact, we shall need a little more than what was explicitly stated in [3]. As 
usual, we shall write e( U, W ) = eo( U, W ) for the number of edges from a set U to a set 
W of vertices of a graph G. 
Lemma 1. For every 0 < ;’ < $ there is an h(y) such that ,for every h 3 h(r) 
there is u graph H with 2h vertices such thut V(H) = V,uT/,, V, = {x1, . . . ,x,), 
1/z = jJJl,. . , yh), and the following assertions hold. 
(i) Xiyi E E(H) ~~yixj E E(H), and Xixj E E(H) iffyiyj E E(H), 
(ii) H does not contain u complete graph of order 4, 
(iii) no set of at least yh vertices is independent, 
(iv) each xi E VI is joined to ut least (1 - :;)h/2 and at most (1 + y)h/2 vertices yj and 
each yi E I/, is joined to at least (1 - y)h/2 and at most (1 + y)h/2 vertices Xi, 
(v) for i = 1,2, each vertex z E Vi hus at most yh neighbours in Vi, 
(vi) if Ui c l’i and 1 Uil > yh, i = 1,2 then 
e(U1, u2) 3 (1 - ;~)I~III~~IP. 
Proof. For H above, we take the graph constructed in [l]. Loosely speaking, we fix 
a 6 with 0 < S < 1 and take h uniformly distributed points, say vl,llZ, . . . , v,,, on 
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a k-dimensional sphere of unit radius. We join xi to Xj and yi to yj if 
11 L’i - Uj I/ > 2 - 6k~ 1’2, and ,~i to !;,i if i fj and /Iv; - t’j11 < 2l” - iik-’ ‘. If k is 
sufficiently large and then h is sufficiently large, then this graph H has properties 
(i)gv), with 7 replaced by 6. 
Property (vi) could be read out of this construction but, in fact, is forced on us by 
Szemertdi’s theorem. Indeed. inequality (1) implies that for every cx > 0 there are fl > 0 
and s,, E N such that if s >, s,, and G is a &-free graph with s vertices and indepen- 
dence number at most fls, then G has at most (I + r)s”,‘S edges. 
Choose ,B > 0 and s0 for SI = ;!3/2. set 6 = min { 2k;, y3/2), and take H for this 6, with 
h 3 so,/;‘. Let Cl; c Vi, lU;l = k = r;‘hl, i = 1,2. Since the subgraph of H spanned by 
U;uU; has 2k = 2 r;+zl> 2s,, vertices and at most 6h 6 2/k independent vertices, 
e(U;, Ui) d (1 + c()k2/2. 
As k < h/2, by averaging over all such pairs of sets (U;, Ui) we find that 
e(Ui, IJ’~ - U,) d f(1 + a)k(h - k), 
e(V, - U1, Uz) d (1 + cc)(h - k)k 
and 
e(V’, - Uil, V2 - U,) 6 f(1 + x)(h - k)‘. 
Hence, 
e(Ui, UZ) = e(vi, V,) - e(Ui, V2 - U,) - e(V1 - U,, UJ 
- Vi - U1, T/Z - U,) 
3 +(l - d;)h” - f(1 + a){2k(h - k) + (h - k)2; 
= f(1 + sl)k2 -+(x + (S)h2 
k2 > f(1 - ;,)k2, 
as required, since TX + 6 < G + $ < ;13 + x2,2. 0 
Another ingredient of our proof of Theorem 1 is the standard fact that there are 
sparse graphs that ‘spread’. In the lemma below, we choose to make our graphs 
regular, though this makes only very little difference. 
Lemma 2. Let 0 < 6 < 1 and r 3 3 log(e/S)/b. [f’k is suficiently large, say k 3 k(r), 
then given disjoint sets U1 and U2 with lUll = IU,I = k 3 k(r), there is an r-regular 
bipartite graph B,(U,, U,) with bipartition (Ui, U2) such that no independent set qj 
vertices has more than 6k vertices in each Ui, i = 1,2. 
Proof. Standard random graph methods imply that almost every appropriate 
random graph has the required property. Indeed, let Ui = {xi, . . ,xk\i and 
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U2 = {yi, . . . , yk). Let Xi, . . , Xk, Y1, . , Yk be disjoint sets, each of cardinality r, 
and set X = uFz i Xi and Y = uf= rYi. Every one-to-one mapping C#J :X -+ Y defines 
a bipartite graph B, with bipartition (U,, Uz): in B, a vertex Xi is joined to a vertex 
yj if @(Xi)nYj # 0. It IS a standard fact (see [l] or [2; pp. 48-52.1) that if we choose 
$ at random then the probability that B, is an r-regular graph is bounded away from 
0, and this gives a uniform generation of all r-regular bipartite graphs with bipartition 
(U,, U,). Thus all we have to check is that the probability that B, contains an 
independent set with at least I = rdkl vertices in each Ui tends to 0. 
Let Z(B@) be the number of independent sets in B, with 1 vertices in each Ui. Then, 
P(Z > 1) < E(Z) = 
k 
0 
’ ((k - l)r),,((k - I)?)! 
1 (lr)! 
lzl 0 2 1 
(1 - s)l* 6 {(e/6)2e-b’}1 d 3 , 
so the probability that B, contains an independent set with 1 vertices in each class Ui 
does tend to 0. 0 
Given y > 0, let H be a graph as in Lemma 1, with V(H) = V,u V,, 
Vi = {XI,XZ, . . . ,xh} and v, = {Y,,Y~, . . . , yh). Also, let r > 3, k 3 k(r), and define 
0 < S 6 1 by 3 log(e/S)/G = r. Note that 6 < (3 log r)/r. 
Let X1, . . . ,Xh and Yi, . . . , Yh be disjoint sets with lXil = lYjl = k and set 
U = u:= 1X; and W = U:= 1 Yj. For Xiyj E E(H), let Gij = B,(Xi, Yj), for XiXj E E(H) 
(and SO yiyj E E(H)), let GET) = B,(Xi, Xj) and GIY’ = B,( Yi, Yj). Let Go = G~(Y, h, r, k) 
be the union of all these graphs Gij, GIJ’ and Cl;‘. Thus, V(G,) = UuW so, with 
n = IV(G,)(, we have n = 2hk. Also d(G,) d hkr, and 
1 d,,(u) = .Fr, &,(W). 
ueu 
At most how many independent vertices are there in Go? Suppose that Z is an 
independent set of vertices of Go. Let 
Z, = CXi E 1/1: JZnX,I > 6lXi]} 
and 
Z* = {YjE 1/z: IZfTYjl > dlYj(} 
Then, the construction of the graphs B,(Xi, X,), B,(Yi, Yj) and B,(Xi, Yj) implies that 
Z,uZ2 is an independent set of vertices of H. Hence, (Z1uZzI < yh and so 
,Z[d;hk+26hk=(;+d)n<(;+F)n. 
As Go was constructed from H by ‘blowing up’ the vertices (i.e. by replacing them 
with independent sets of vertices), Go does not contain a Kq. In fact, it is possible to 
add many more edges to Go in such a way that the new graph still has no K4. To be 
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precise, let B = B(y, h, r, k) be the bipartite graph with bipartition (U, W j in which 
a vertex x E Xi is joined to a vertex 4’ E Yj if Xiyi E E(H), and let B = B(y, h, r, k) be the 
subgraph of B formed by the &yes not belonging to GO. Thus, ?C E Xi is joined to 4’ E Yj 
in B if .Uiyj E E(H) and x4‘~E(Gij). Then V(G,) = V(B) E(Go)nE(B) = $!I and G,uB 
has no KS. Therefore, in order to prove that (5,4) is realizable, it suffices to show 
that, for suitable choices of r, h and k, there is a subgraph of GO u B containing GO in which 
every degree has multiplicity at most 5. This will follow from the max-flow min-cut 
theorem and our last lemma, claiming that B is rather similar to the bipartite part of H. 
Lemma 3. Let 0 < q < 1 and set y = 9’/4. Let h 3 h(p). r 3 3, k 3 max 
and B = B(y, h, r, k). 
(i) Every aertex of B has degree at least t(l - 2y)hk. 
(ii) Suppose that S c U, IS/ 3 qlUl and T c W, ITI 3 qlTI. Then 
e#,T)3$(1 -v)ISIlTI. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2 and the construction of B and Gij, if u E Uu W then 
dB(u) 3 $(l - y)h(k - r) 3 i(l - 2y)hk. 
(ii) Let S = IJf= OS,, T = us=0 Tj be such that the sets SO,S1, . . . ,S, and 
To, T 1, . . . , T, are pairwise disjoint, lSil > yh, lTjl > gh for all i, j > 1, 
IXlnSil d 1 
and 
lY,nTjl d 1 
for all 1 and i, j 2 1, and SO, To are minimal. 
Xl and To meets fewer than ;jh sets Y,, so 
lSoldyhk=ylUl=7rllUl~I’ISI 
r v 
and. similarly. 
ITol d yhk d; ITI. 
Then 
e,(Si, Tj) 3 i(l - y)lSi( \Tjl 
for all i, j 3 1, so 
e&K T ) = edS, T 1 - eGo(S, T 1 
= 2 ed&, Tj) - eGo(S, T) 
i.j 
In particular, SO meets fewer than yh sets 
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as claimed. 0 
Before turning to the main result, let us remark that the graphs I3 and B and, in an 
even more striking way, the bipartite graph i!l formed by the edges of H joining the 
vertices of VI to the vertices of V2, are rather unusual pseudo-random graphs. With 
V(H) = V, u V2, as before, if S c T/r and T c I/, are not too small then about 
4 (SI 1 T I edges of H join S to T; nevertheless, A is far from resembling a real random 
bipartite graph with probability l/2 of an edge: there are many pairs x1, x2 E I/, with 
T(x,) being almost T(x2). 
3. The main result 
Let us start with the following result, which will easily imply that the pair (5,4) is 
realizable. 
Theorem 4. Let r 2 3, 0 < q < lop4 and set y = q2/4 < logr/r. Let H be as in 
Lemma 1 and let Go = G,(y, k, r, k) and B = B(y, k, r, k) be as defined before Lemma 3. 
If k and k are sujfficiently large and 10 divides kk then there is a graph G with 
G,, c G c G,u B suck that 
(i) G does not contain a K,, 
(ii) G has at most [(4logr)/r] II/(G)1 independent vertices, 
(iii) in G every degree occurs at most 5 times, 
(iv) S(G) 3 2rk. 
Proof. Recall that (i) and (ii) hold for every graph sandwiched between G,, and G,uB. 
Indeed, as remarked before Lemma 3, the graph GouB has no Kq, and inequality (2) 
shows that GO has at most (y/2 + 3(logr)/r)n < [(4logr)/r]n independent vertices, 
where n = IV(G,)j = 2kk. Therefore our task is to show that if k is large enough then 
there is a graph G satisfying (iii) and the trivial condition (iv). We shall do this by 
proving that there is a G with an appropriate degree sequence. 
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Let U = {ut, u2, . . . , L(,,~) and W = (wl, \v2, , \v,,~) be enumerations of U and W. 
where, as before, U and W are the two classes of the bipartite graph B. Our aim is to 
show that B has a subgraph F such that G = Go u F will do. Enumerate U u W by 
taking 5 terms of U, followed by groups of 10 from W and U. alternately finishing 
with a group of 5 vertices from U. Thus. 
uuw = (L4 ,,..., us,\\‘1 ,..., \1’,[).&) . ..) 1115 . . . . . I$‘/+q . . . . . M’hk,Uhk_A ,..., &j. 
DefineD:UuW + PVbysetting0(~)=2rh+L(i-1)/5]ifzistheithtermofUuW 
in this enumeration: D(~1r) = ... = D(us) = 2rh, D(,v,) = ‘.. = D(M~~) = 2rh + 1, 
and so on, up to D(u,+~) = ... = D(u,,~) = 2rh + 2hk/5 - 1. Note that 
We shall show that B has a subgraph F with degree sequence (O’(z)), uvw, where 
D’(z) = D(z) - d,,,(z). This will imply that G = G,,uF has degree sequence (O(z)). r;uM, 
and satisfies Go c G c G,,uB. as required. 
Add vertices u and w to B, joining u to each Ui and M’ to each wi. Orient the edges of 
the new graph from u to Ui, from U to W and from wj to VV. Finally, give each edge XJ 
a capacity c(s~) as follows: (.(~Ui) = D’(u~), C(Ui~j) = 1 and C(WjW) = O’(Wj). For the 
existence of F. all we need then is a flow from u to IV of capacity 
c = “;, D’(u) = 1 D'(w). 
I(’ 6 w 
Therefore, by the max-flow min-cut theorem, F exists if every u - w cut (S, T) has 
capacity at least c. In other words, F exists if whenever 
U = SUuTc: 
and 
W = S,“uT,, 
with Sti, Tcr. SW and T, non-empty, the capacity 
c(S, T) = 1 D’(u) + 1 D’(w) + e&u, T,) 
1, t T[. I( E 5,. 
of the (S. T) = (SuuSw, TUu T,)-cut is at least c. 
(a) Suppose first that lSr,l d 2yhk. Then 
c 
I/ t SC. 
D’(u) < ,S,l(2rh +F) < yh”k’ and ,,&D’(u) <; hk]S,l 
if li > 70*, so we may assume that 
c D’(w) < gh2k2. 
I, t s,, 
As ISw12/10 < I,, tS,P D’(w), we have 
JSwl < fihk 
34 
and so 
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e&, T,) = 6, W) - 6, SW) 3 
i 
1 - 2y 
- - 
2 ri 
1oYI Ml&J1 > ; hkl&J(. 
But then 
c(S, T) 3 1 D’(u) + e&, T,) = C D’(U) + e&So, T,) 
UETLl UEU 
- c D’(u) > u~uLY(u) = c. 
ides, 
(b) By symmetry, we may assume that lSU( > qhk and lTw( > ghk. Then, 
c(S, T) 2 1 D’(n) + c D’(w) + 3(1 - r?)lS”l ITwl. (3) 
UGT, ME& 
In inequality (3), we may assume that, given [SW1 and I TUI, the sets SW and TU are such 
that CUE T, D’(n) and CwtSw D’(w) are minimal. When is the minimum of the right-hand 
side of (3) attained? Increasing [SW/, the sum x,,,E,,D’(w) increases at an increasing 
rate, while $(l - 17) IS”1 (Tw( decreases at a constant rate. Hence, the minimum of the 
right-hand side of(3) is attained at either lSw( = rghkl or [SW1 = hk. Hence, by (a), the 
minimum is at least c, as required. 
Finally, (iv) is immediate from the definition of the degree sequence 
(D(Z))Z. U”W. 0 
Armed with Theorem 4, it is easy to show that the pair (5,4) is realizable. 
Theorem 5. There is a sequence (G,,)z= 1 of graphs such that 
(i) G, has n uertices, 
(ii) G, contains no K4, 
(iv) at most 5 vertices of G, have the same degree, 
(v) the independence number of Gn is o(n). 
Proof. Given r 3 3, let rl and y satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4, and let h = 1Oj and 
k 2 r be large enough for the conclusion of Theorem 4 to hold. For n 3 2hk let 
n = 2hk’ + s with k’ 3 k and 0 d s 6 2h - 1. Let G be the graph in Theorem 4 for 
h and k’. Finally, let G, be obtained from G by the addition of a bipartite graph of 
order s in which no degree is repeated more than 5 times. (In fact, we can take one in 
which no degree is repeated more than twice.) Then G, satisfies (i)(iii), and its 
independence number is at most 
410gr -n+2h<(F+i)n<Fn. 
r 
In the arguments above we could have replaced r by a slow-growing function of n, 
say by [log nl or rniiz 1. Nevertheless, as the independence number of the 
0 
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Bollobas-Erdiis graphs is only o(n) (and not O(n’:‘), say), we could not guarantee that 
the graphs in Theorem 5 have much smaller independence number than o(n). 
4. Concluding remarks 
With a little more care in the proof of Theorem 4, one can ‘almost’ reduce the degree 
multiplicity to 4. Namely, one can show the existence of a sequence of graphs (G,,):: I 
such that G, is a &-free graph with y1 vertices and independence number o(n), in 
which o(n) of the degrees are repeated 5 times and the others at most 4 times. 
Nevertheless, it does not seem likely that the Bollobas-ErdBs graphs are sufficient to 
prove the realizability of the pair (4,4). 
It is not impossible that in order to prove the realizability of (4,4), one would have 
to give a better lower bound forf(n, 4, o(n)) than the simple statement that (1) is best 
possible. Unfortunately, it does not seem easy to prove that f(n,4, o(n)) 3 n2/8, let 
alone an even sharper inequality. In fact, constructing graphs proving that 
,f(nP,o(n)) 2 p12/8 is likely to be of considerably greater importance than merely 
deciding whether the pair (4,4) is realizable. 
Finally, let us remark that the method used in this paper is likely to be applicable to 
other problems about graphs with bounded degree multiplicities: if every graph 
between a fairly sparse graph (constructed, perhaps, by the addition of sparse random 
graphs) and a fairly dense graph has the required property then there is a good chance 
that the max-flow min-cut type theorem enables us to construct an appropriate graph 
with bounded degree multiplicities. 
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